
STEP 9

piercing shells. Fragmentation projectiles cause defeat due 

primarily to shrapnel from the shell and to a lesser extent, to 

the gases from the explosive charge. Accordingly, the basic 

requirements for fragmentation shells were lowered to obtain 

the maximum number of lethal fragments within the widest 

possible radius of defeat efect. The O-365K solid-body steel 

anti-aircraft fragmentation grenade difers from that used 

for the anti-aircraft ire only in that instead of the T-5 remote 

detonator, it is itted with the KTM-1 percussion fuse.

A
storage shelf for 12 artillery rounds is located 

in a niche in the turret, while rounds with 

a fragmentation grenade are also placed in the 

rack. Fragmentation shells were intended for 

iring at enemy troops and the destruction of light ield 

shelters, as well as breaching barbed wire barriers and 

mineields. They are successfully used for shooting at 

embrasures in both permanent and camoulaged ire 

positions, as well as at tanks, in the absence of armour-
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The ammunition for the ZIS-S-53 gun comprises 55 artillery rounds (unitary 
cartridges), placed in the hull and turret of the tank in three types of storage: a 
rack, cable ties and boxes. All ammunition for the ZIS-S-53 was borrowed from the 
1939 model of the 85-mm anti-aircraft gun (52K).

The KTM-1 possesses a dual 
action: fragmentation,  
if the cap is removed prior  
to priming, and high- 
explosive if it is still in place.
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009A

009A

009E

009A

009D

009D

5
Using four DP screws, fit two more 

UBR-365 85mm armour-piercing 

shells (009A) to the same turret 

ammunition rack base (009D) as shown.  

Then repeat the same methods to assemble 

the remaining six UBR-365 85mm armour-

piercing shells (009A) on the remaining two 

turret ammunition rack bases (009D).

7
Finally, clip the turret ammunition 

rack base cover (009E) to the ends of 

the left and right turret ammunition 

rack frames (009F and 009G) as shown. Keep 

the rack assembly safe until it can be fitted 

inside the turret in a later stage.

DP DP

4
Using two DP screws, fit 

another UBR-365 85mm 

armour-piercing shell (009A) 

to one of the turret ammunition rack 

bases (009D) as shown. 

6
Take one of 

the assembled 

shell racks and 

clip its hinge pins into 

the left and right turret 

ammunition rack frames 

(009F and 009G) as 

shown.  Ensure the shells 

are all pointing in the 

same direction. Then fit 

the remaining two shell 

racks into the frames.

009A

009D 009E

009F

009C

009C
009C

009B

009B

009A

009F

009G

009B

009G

1
Using two DP screws, fit the UBR-365PK 

sub-calibre armour-piercing shell 

(009C) between the left and right turret 

ammunition rack frames (009F and 009G) as 

shown. Ensure you fit the correct shell – note 

the difference in the tips of the three types.

3
Using two DP screws, fit the first of the 

ten UBR-365 85mm armour-piercing 

shells (009A) between the left and right 

turret ammunition 

rack frames (009F and 

009G) as shown. 

DP

DP

DP

DP

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

009A UBR-365 85mm armour-piercing shell 10

009B UO-365K 85mm fragmentation shell 1

009C UBR-365PK sub-calibre armour-piercing shell 1

009D Turret ammunition rack base 3

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

009E Turret ammunition rack base cover 1

009F Turret ammunition rack frame left 1

009G Turret ammunition rack frame right 1

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 24+2*

* includes spares

2
Using two DP screws, fit the  

UO-365K 85mm fragmentation 

shell (009B) between the left and 

right turret ammunition rack frames (009F 

and 009G) as shown. 

009A



STEP 10

The protective tarpaulin was 
used to cover the combat 
vehicle in cases of adverse 
weather during stops  
and when it was kept  
in the open.

suspension, which took the form of a lateral swing as the vehicle 

moved along. In 1942 handrails on the turret appeared on tanks 

produced at the Chelyabinsk plant. The standard version of the 

T-34-85 had eight assault handrails on the hull (four per side), 

and three on the turret one each at the sides and rear. At the 

same time, on a number of the tanks supplied in 1944 clamps 

for fastening the protective tarpaulin at the rear were absent,  

as the tarpaulin was laid on a shelf above the track. When 

folded, it was fastened to the clamps with the aid of belts.

A
ssault handrails on the hull and turret of the T-34 did 

not appear immediately. In 1941-1942, they were  

absent on the majority of combat vehicles, and  

“The T-34s”, supplied by Factory № 112 “Red Sor-

movo”, were the only exception. It is diicult to explain this 

situation, as infantrymen were constantly being transported  

(there were no armoured personnel carriers a chronic short-

age of motorised transport prevailed). It was very diicult 

to hold onto the T-34 due to an organic defect in its spring 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
A handrail for assault and six clamps for fastening a protective tarpaulin were 
welded on the rear plate of the T-34 turret. According to the supply date for  
the handrail and the factory that manufactured it, a handrail on the rear plate  
of the turret might not be present.
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010A

010D

010D

010B 010C 010D

1
Take the three lower turret hand-

holds (010C) and fit them into 

the paired holes along the centre 

line of the turret rear (010A), with the 

handles forming a downwards U-shape. 

They do not require glue, but if you wish 

to ensure a permanent fit, apply a tiny 

dab of super glue to the back of each pin 

on the inside of the turret only.

3
Push the turret 

rear grab handle 

(010D) into the 

two remaining holes in 

the turret rear (010A).

CODES NUMBERS
Code numbers refer to the issue number in which the parts 

are supplied (001 = issue 1 and so on) and a letter code  

(A, B, C...) to distinguish each piece.  

Hence 010A = issue 10, part A (turret rear).

CODE 
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

010A Turret rear 1

010B Turret rear grab handle 1

010C Lower turret hand-hold 3

010D Upper turret hand-hold 3

2
Repeat for the three upper turret 

hand-holds (010D), but fit them the 

opposite way up to the lower ones, 

as shown here. Again, apply a tiny dab of 

super glue to the back of each pin if desired.

010C

010A

PAINT COLOURS
Your tank parts have been pre-painted 

and should not require any further 

painting. However, if you scratch or 

otherwise damage the paintwork 

during assembly or afterwards and you 

need to touch up the marks, here are 

the main colour specifications, based 

on code numbers in the Tamiya Paints 

range (© Tamiya America, Inc.)

4
Take the sheet of decals supplied with 

issue 3 and cut out piece 003K. You will 

also need the tweezers (001H) supplied 

with issue 1 and a small bowl of luke warm 

water. A small artist’s brush may also be useful 

to assist with sliding the decal on to the model. 

You will also need some soft paper tissue. 

NOTE: If you prefer, you may delay applying 

decals to the exterior of the tank until the 

model is completed.

003K

003K

001H

010A

010A

water

6
Position the backing sheet over the 

turret rear (010A) as shown and 

slide the decal into place. Gently 

ease the backing sheet from under it. When 

correctly positioned, dab the decal dry with 

soft tissue and wipe 

gently to each side 

to remove any air 

bubbles. Allow to 

air-dry for at least 

five minutes before 

touching.

003K 5
Soak the decals in a small bowl of luke warm water for about 

30 seconds until it can be slid smoothly from the backing 

sheet. 



to the right of the commander’s cupola. Fans are mounted in 

the turret ventilation hatches.  The turret ball bearing is of the 

radial thrust kind, whose rings form the turret races. To the left 

of the turret gun, a bracket is welded with the turret traverse 

mechanism attached to it, which is actuated by an electric drive 

or manually. The traverse mechanism comprises the MB-20 

electric motor 20, a controller, a worm reducer, and a drive for 

the electric motor and one for the controller.

T
he turret provides accommodation for weapons, 

sighting devices, observation devices, the turret 

traverse mechanism, turret stop, some ammunition, 

radio set, intercom units, and seating for the tank 

commander, gunner and loader. There is a commander’s 

cupola in the turret roof for 360-degree viewing by means of 

ive observation slits and the MC-4 observation device (later 

the TPC-1). The access hatch for the tank crew is located 

STEP 11
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The hull and turret are designed to accommodate the crew, weapons, ammunition, 
tank units and mechanisms and offers protection from enemy fire.

The tank commander’s seat 
is attached to the turret race 
grip. Exertion of the two 
springs reclines the tank 
commander’s seat upwards, 
turning it on its axis.

1
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011C 011D 011E

011F 011G
011H

011I

011J

011K 011L 011M
011N

011A 011B

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

011A Turret bottom 1

011B Turret shell frame plate 1

011C Intercom box 1

011D Intercom box cover 1

011E Seat hinge 1

011F Commander’s folding seat base 1

011G Commander’s seat cushion 1

011H Turret traversing unit base 1

011I Turret traversing wheel base 1

011J Turret traversing wheel 1

011K Turret traversing handle 1

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

011L Turret traversing motor 1

011M Turret traversing motor cap 1

011N Turret traversing box 1

BM 1.7 × 4mm screw 6+2*

EM 2.3 × 5mm screw 2+1*

HM 2.0 × 4mm screw 1+1*

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 15+3*

CP 1.5 × 4mm screw 3+1*

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 2+1*

EP 1.7 × 5 × 5mm collar-headed screw 2+1*

* includes spares

LMHMEM

DPCP EP

BM

011G

011F

011A

011A

011C 011D

011E

011F

1
Fit the turret shell frame plate 

(011B) to the underside of the 

turret bottom (011A) in the 

position shown. Ensure 

its two pegs locate in 

the two small holes 

and the fixing plate is 

aligned over the screw 

post. Fix with one HM 

screw.

3
Fit the seat hinge (011E) 

between the hinge brackets 

of the seat base (011F) with 

the flatest surface uppermost – see 

detail below left. Fix with two CP 

screws through the ends of the 

hinge. Then fix the hinge to the rim 

of the turret bottom (011A) with two 

BM screws, as shown far left. The 

seat should be able to hinge up  

and down.

2
Align the commander’s 

seat cushion (011G) over 

the two pins on the top 

of the commander’s folding seat 

base (011F) and press the two 

pieces firmly together.

4
Fit the intercom box (001C) on 

to the two fixing posts in the 

position shown on the turret 

bottom (011A) – the pin fits in one post 

and the rim of the screw hole over the 

other post. Fix with one LM screw. Then 

push the intercom box cover (011D) on 

to the intercom box (011C) – its two 

pins can only be inserted with the cover 

one way round.

HM

CP

LM

BM

BM

CP

011E

011G

011F

011C

011C

011D

011A

011B

011B
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6
Push the turret traversing motor 

cap  (001M) into the end of the 

turret traversing motor (011L). 

Place the turret traversing 

motor across the cradle of 

the traversing unit base 

(011H) and fix from beneath 

with a CP screw.

8
Push the turret 

traversing handle 

(011K) firmly into the 

wheel (011J). Then position 

the assembled turret 

traversing unit on the rim of 

the turret bottom (011A) as 

shown. Fix from beneath the 

rim with two DP screws.

5
Fit the turret traversing box 

(011N) to the top of the turret 

traversing unit base (011H), 

ensuring that the notch aligns as 

shown. Fix from beneath with an EP 

collar-headed screw.

7
Push the turret 

traversing wheel 

(011J) into the turret 

traversing wheel base 

(011I), ensuring that the 

ridge on the spindle aligns 

with the notch in the base.  

Then fit the wheel’s spindle 

into the traversing unit 

base (011H) and fix with  

an EP collar-headed screw.

EP

CP

EP

DP

DP

011N

011H

011H

011A

011L

011H

011J

011I

011L

011M

011K

011J

011H

011N

011L

003A

9
Take the shell rack assembly  

from stage 9 and align its frames 

with the turret bottom (011A)  

as shown. Fix with four BM screws –  

two at the front and two at the rear.

11
Align the assembled turret 

left side (003A) from stage 3 

with the left side of the turret 

bottom (011A) as shown, ensuring all 

three fixing posts are firmly engaged. Fix 

with three LM screws through the recessed 

holes in the underside of the turret 

bottom (011A).

10
Align the assembled turret rear 

(010A) from stage 10 with the 

rear of the turret bottom (011A) 

as shown, ensuring 

both fixing posts 

are firmly engaged. 

Fix with two LM 

screws through the 

recessed holes in 

the underside of the 

turret bottom (011A).

BM

BM

BM

LM

LM LM

LM

LM

BM 011A

010A

011A

011A

010A

011A
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002B

13
Secure the top of the turret 

rear (010A) to the two sides 

with two LM screws through 

the connecting tabs and posts as shown.

12
Align the assembled turret right side 

(004A) from stage 4 with the right 

side of the turret bottom (011A) 

as shown, ensuring all three fixing posts are 

firmly engaged. Fix with three LM screws through 

the recessed holes in the underside of the turret 

bottom (011A).

14
Take the entire cannon assembly 

from stage 8 and align it with the 

turret bottom assembly as shown. 

Ensure that the cannon mantlet (002B) wraps 

around the front recess of the turret bottom. Fix 

with two EM screws through the recessed holes 

on each side of the mantlet. Also fix with two 

LM screws through the tabs on the inside on 

the left and right turret sides.

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

EM

EM

011A

004A

010A

15
Take the entire turret roof 

assembly from stage 5 and 

align it with the turret sides 

and rear as shown. Slide its two projecting 

tabs underneath the rim of the turret front 

(007A), then lower the top on to the sides 

and rear. Ensure that the two fixing posts on 

the turret rear (010A) engage with the screw 

holes in the top. Fix with two LM screws 

through the recessed holes towards the rear 

of the top.

LM

LM

007A

16
This is how the turret 

should look when this 

stage is completed.



step 12

An opening is made in the upper bow plate on the right-hand 

side for a ball-mounted DT machine gun, while the hatch for 

the mechanic/driver is sited on the left-hand side of the up-

per bow plate.  In the lower part of the upper bow plate, two 

openings have been made for access to the shank worm track 

tensioning mechanisms. These openings are closed with 

armoured plugs on the thread. Towing hooks with latches are 

welded to the upper bow plate. 

t
he tank hull is a rigid armoured box with an elongated 

rounded bow and stern. It is welded from rolled plates 

of homogenous MZ-2 (I8-C) armour. To increase its 

projectile impact resistance, the upper section on both 

sides is made inclined. The principal parts of the hull are the 

bottom, bow, sides, stern, roof and lateral bulkheads. The bow 

of the hull comprises an upper and a lower bow plate, welded 

together, and also with a bottom, sides and a turret plate. 
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1

tHe t-34-85 IN DetAIL
The armoured hull can be likened to the skeleton of the tank. It brings together  
all its units and mechanisms, and absorbs all the stresses of movement,  
as it overcomes obstacles and undertakes firing operations.

The hull sides comprise lower 
vertical and upper inclined 
plates. The upper and lower 
side plates are connected by 
the plates above the track.
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CODE NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

012A Upper hull 1

012A

With this issue you receive the upper hull. Please 

keep this until the next stage when the turret ring 

base and other components can be fitted to it.


